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The topological obstacles to the matching of smooth
curves in stereo images are shown to occur at epipo-
lar tangencies. Such points are good matching prim-
itives, even when the image curves correspond to
smooth surface profiles. An iterative scheme for im-
proving camera calibration based on these results is
derived and performance demonstrated on real data.

Figure 1: Epipolar Geometry

1 Matching Sets of Points: the
8-Point Algorithm

We begin by quickly deriving the 8-point algorithm [1]
as an introduction to some notation and terminology.

Suppose left and right camera coordinate frames are
related by a rotation R and a translation t

PR = RPL + t.

Taking the vector product with t then the scalar prod-
uct with PH gives

Pfl • (t x RpL) = 0.

Introducing the matrix

T- t* =

we can write this as

0 -tz

tz 0

= 0 (1)

where we have denned E = TR. Since this equation
is homogeneous in p/, and p/j it applies just as well to
their projections into the two images

PR ~+ J^PR =

Introducing the vector representation of E

Q — \Cxxi ^xyt &xzi • • • j &zzt J-J

and the outer product vector

q = PR <8> PL - (xRXL,xRyL,xR,..., 1)
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we can write this as

q'e=0

Every matched pair thus gives us a row q* of the matrix
Q in a linear equation

Q e = 0 (2)

for e. If we are given at least eight point matches and
the matrix Q has rank(<3) = 8 we can uniquely recover
E up to a scale factor. Conditions on the matched
points for the rank condition to be satisfied are given
in [1].

Given a point p^ in the left image the corresponding
point in the right image must satisfy

= 0

where
m =

which is the equation of a straight line in the left image.
Similarly the point corresponding to p^ in the right
image lies on a line l*p£ = 0 where 1 = Etpn.

These lines are the intersections of the plane through
the point p in the world and the centres of the left
and right cameras with the two camera focal planes
(see Figure 1). These epipolar lines are formed by the
intersections of the pencil of planes through the line
joining the image centres with the camera focal planes.
Hence such lines form a pencil passing through the
point of intersection of the line of centres with the focal
plane, we will call this point the epipolar base point.
The condition that all possible lines m = Epi form a
pencil is satisfied only if rank(i?) < 2, but this follows
from the non-linear constraint on E that det(E) =
det(T) det(R) - 0.
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Figure 2: The 5 Curve-Epipolar Singularities

There are two other non-linear constraints that have to
be imposed to ensure that E is of the form TR. They
can easily be derived from the equation EET = -T2.
The conventional procedure for solving these equations
is to find a least squares solution of equation 2 and
then a least squares solution of the constraints, how-
ever this procedure can produce biased estimates. An
alternative is to enforce the constraints while minimis-
ing image plane errors, this is the procedure we adopt
[2, 3].

2 Curve Matching

When the epipolars are known it is easy to determine
whether two curves can be matched. The intersections
with corresponding epipolars must have the same num-
bers of points. In principle this imposes an infinite
number of conditions, one for each epipolar. However
we do not need to check every epipolar—for generic
curves we need only check that the epipolar tangencies
agree in number and type. Agreement for the portions
between is then guaranteed. Since the epipolars are
ordered there are two types of tangency, convex and
concave (inflexion tangencies are not generic). If we
are dealing with piecewise smooth curves we must also
check that corners match. There are three types of
corner. These generic curve-epipolar singularities are
shown in Figure 2. It is obvious that corresponding
epipolar tangencies are good matching primitives, i.e.
they satisfy equation 1. Of course, they are not im-
mediately useful for calculating E since we must know
the epipolars before the tangencies can be located.

If the epipolars are unknown we can eliminate the pos-
sibility of a match by showing that the epipolar sin-
gularities cannot correspond for any choice of epipolar
base points. This can be done systematically by divid-
ing space into an aspect graph of regions in which the
curves have stable descriptions. As the epipolar base
point moves the type and number of epipolar tangen-

Figure 3: The Stable Region Boundaries

Figure 4: Matchable Curves for Epipolars Based in the
Shaded Region

cies does not change until a region boundary is crossed,
then there is a catastrophic change in the description.
The stable boundaries between such regions are enu-
merated in Figure 3 for the case of smooth curves.
Basically they consist of the curve itself, inflexion lines
and bi-tangents for smooth curves; lines joining corners
to corners or to tangencies are also region boundaries
for piecewise smooth curves.

If the descriptions in the left and right images are
different for every such region (of which there are
only a finite number), then the two curves cannot be
matched. If they are the same for some region then
matching may be possible, but the epipolars on which
corresponding singularities lie must be in projective
correspondence. Sometimes checking this is trivial.
For example the curves of Figure 4 have trivial descrip-
tions for epipolar base points in the regions shown, and
the possibility of matching is immediate.

If this is not the case we have a set of singularities
PL(E)'PR(E)

 l = 1,...,JV smoothly dependent on
the epipolar geometry E and we must find a value ol
E for which

f(E) = P^EYEpiiE) = 0. (3)

In general this equation must be solved by search or
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optimisation methods.

When two curves have corresponding epipolar tangen-
cies at PL>PR the tangent vectors at the tangencies
ti must lie along the epipolar lines. At tangencies we
thus have two extra linear conditions on E

tREpL = pREtL = 0 (4)

3 Uniqueness of Solutions

Due to the non-linearity of equation 3 it is rather too
much to hope to prove uniqueness of solutions. How-
ever we can in some cases prove that the solutions are
isolated.

Suppose we have 8 matching primitives and a solution
EQ of equation 3. Choose a non-zero element of EQ and
fix its value so that the scale factor for nearby matrices
E is fixed. Then we have a map F : R8 ->• R8

As E changes the points p(£') move along their respec-
tive curves so that

dp _ ds
8E ~ dE

where s is arc-length. Hence we can calculate the
derivatives of the /* to be

df
•J7T = PR ® PL +

Due to the epipolar tangency the second two terms are
always zero at E = Eo so that

%(E0) = Q

the matrix of outer products for the matched points.
Hence the non-linear equations have exactly the same
degeneracy as those of the linear equations in some
neighbourhood of the known solution. In particular if
the matches satisfy the conditions for Q to have rank
8 the solution Eo is isolated (by the inverse function
theorem [6]).

4 Newton-Raphson Iteration

Suppose Eo is an approximation to the epipolar geom-
etry. In light of the last section it is sensible to try to

improve E by the Newton-Raphson method, that is,
we solve F(E) = 0 by approximating

F(E)*tF{Eo)+jg{Eo)-(E-Eo)

and solving this linear equation for E — EQ-

This becomes much clearer if we think in terms of small
changes to PL, pR, EQ chosen to make

(PR + 6pRy(E0 + 6E)(PL + 8pi) = 0.

since these changes must be made along the curves,
and removing second order quantities, we have

pR(E0 + 6E)pL + 6sRtRE0PL + 6sLpREotL = 0.

The second two terms are second order small by equa-
tion 4 and so the corrected E satisfies pREpL = 0 to
linear order. That is, in calculating E we can use ap-
proximate epipolar tangencies in equation 1 as if they
were true matching points.

Since this is a Newton-Raphson approximation, in a
neighbourhood of the exact solution the procedure is
quadratically convergent to the true solution. If we
wish to iterate we need to find the new epipolar tan-
gencies for the corrected ^-matrix. The tangencies
will move by small amounts 6si, 6sR along the curves,
and must satisfy the second two parts of equation 3.
From pREti = 0 an 6ti = 6SLKLUL where KI is the
curvature we get

(PR "I" 6sRtR) E(\,i, -f" 6SLKLTIL) = 0

ignoring second order quantities we have

pREtL + 6sRtREtL + 6sLKLpREnL = 0

and from tREpi = 0 we get

tREpL + 6sRKRnREpL + 8sLtt
LEpL = 0

giving a pair of linear equations for the changes in
position along the curve.

5 Positional Accuracy

The data from the epipolar tangencies can be com-
bined with other matching data from high curvature
edge points or corner detector output to obtain opti-
mal calibration accuracy. To facilitate this we need
an estimate of the positional accuracy of these prim-
itives. If the angular error in the epipolars is 0 then
the perpendicular error from the epipolar is

a i
2 62
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Figure 5: An Epipolar Tangency for a Profile Curve is
a Real Point

and so is quadratic in the error in the epipolars, as we
already knew, and linear in the radius of curvature.
Matches are thus most accurate for very sharp tan-
gencies, that is, corners. However tangencies which are
very far from being corners are still useful for match-
ing. For example with initial epipolars in error by
about 5° fa 0.1 radian a matching accuracy of 0.5 pix-
els can be obtained if

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
- 1

0

a parallel camera geometry

E =

for which the epipolar lines are corresponding rasters.
Figure 7 shows the stereo disparities obtained using the
PMF stereo algorithm [4] with this incorrect geometry.
Though no incorrect curves are matched, the geometry
is grossly distorted.

After edge detection some corresponding epipolar tan-
gencies are located and matched between the images.
The results are shown in Figure 8. Using these matches
a new epipolar geometry is calculated. Figure 9 shows
the new epipolars superimposed on the edge map. It
can be seen that a convergent geometry has been re-
covered. When this viewing geometry is used by PMF
the much improved disparity maps shown in Figure 10
result.
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that is for
p < 100 pixel.

In fact due to the extended nature of edges, for radii of
curvature up to 20 pixels they can probably be located
more accurately than, say, corner detector output.

6 Profile Curves

It is interesting to note that even when the edges seen
in the image correspond to the profiles of smooth ob-
jects in the world, and so do not correspond to any
single real curve in the world, the epipolar tangencies
do correspond to real points: the points where the
epipolar planes are tangent to the smooth objects, see
Figure 5. This observation has been used in [5] to
identify the rotation axis of an object from two ortho-
graphic projections. Its importance to us is that all
the main types of intensity edges can produce useful
matching primitives.

7 Results

Figure 6 shows a real scene viewed with a convergent
camera geometry. We take as starting approximation
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Figure 6: Stereo Image of Toy Blocks

Figure 7: PMF Stereo Correspondences Using Incorrect Camera Geometry

Figure 8: Some Matching Epipolar Tangencies
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Figure 9: Epipolar Grid and Some Corresponding Epipolars

Figure 10: PMF Stereo Correspondences Using New Camera Geometry
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